Miss Sarah’s Learning at Home Activity
Hanging Clifford Lantern

Related **Language Arts Lesson** January 3, 2021 on WQLN PBS

**How to Make**

**Materials:**
- 2 pieces of red construction paper
- 1 piece of black construction paper
- 1 piece of white construction paper
- Scissors
- Glue, tape, or a stapler
- Markers, crayons, colored pencils, etc.
- String (optional)

**Directions:**

1. Roll one piece of red construction paper into a tube. Tape or glue it to keep the tube from unrolling.
2. Cut out two circular eyes from the white paper, adding black ovals for the pupils.
3. Attach eyes to the red tube body.
4. Cut out a nose shape from the black paper and attach it to the red tube.
5. Cut ear shapes from your second piece of red paper and attach it to the sides of the tube.
6. Using markers or crayons, add additional features to dog such as a mouth.
7. Using more of your black paper, cut one strip and attach it to the bottom of the tube as a collar.
8. If desired, attach string to the top so you can hang your Clifford lantern.

Missed the lesson on WQLN PBS? Find this and other lessons at wqln.org/learning
Ms. Valerie’s Learning at Home Activity
1-10 Paper Chain

Related Math Lesson January 4, 2021 on WQLN PBS

How to Make

Materials:
- Two colors of paper
- Scissors
- Marker
- Glue stick

Directions:
1. Cut 10 paper strips (5 of each color).
2. Write numbers 1 through 10 on the middle of the paper strips, alternating colors.
3. Put glue on one end of the number 1 paper strip and press the ends together to make a circle. Hold and count to 10 so the glue will stick.
4. Slip the number 2 paper strip with through the number 1 circle, glue the end, and press the ends together to make another circle.
5. Continue attaching the paper strips together to make a chain of 1 through 10.

Create this project at your child’s level. If your child is ready to count higher, make more numbers. If ten is too much, make fewer.

Extension: Practice counting around the house. Make number cards 1 through 10 (fewer or more depending on your child’s level). Then have your child place that number of objects with the number on the card. For examples, three toy cars with number 3. To help your child gain confidence in counting, practice counting daily. Count pieces of food (such as cereal), count toys, read counting books, or just practice counting on car rides.
Miss Tara’s Learning at Home Activity
YOU are JUST RIGHT Mirror

Related Science Lesson January 5, 2021 on WQLN PBS

How to Make

Materials:
- Any handheld mirror will do
- Decorations of your choice
- “YOU” sign
- Tape
- A positive you!

Directions:
1. Choose a handheld mirror that you can easily decorate and look in.
2. Tape a “YOU” sign on the looking glass side of the mirror.
3. Decorate around the frame of the mirror any way you like.
4. Look into the mirror and tell yourself that you are JUST RIGHT.
5. Enjoy the YOU are JUST RIGHT mirror every day!
Ms. Chelsea’s Learning at Home Activity
Hat

Related Social Studies Lesson January 6, 2021 on WQLN PBS

How to Make

Materials:
• A piece of white paper
• Markers
• Scissors
• Stapler, glue, or tape

Directions:
1. Write your name on the paper.
2. Decorate the paper. I used markers to draw shapes and things I like on mine. You can do the same, or use paint, stickers, or other craft items to decorate your hat.
3. Bend your piece of paper around in a circle. Test it on your head for the right fit.
4. Staple, glue, or tape the ends of your paper together.
5. Cut triangles out of the top of your hat.
6. Ta da! You just made a super awesome hat.

Missed the lesson on WQLN PBS? Find this and other lessons at wqln.org/learning
Ms. Mollie’s Learning at Home Activity
Artists and Dinosaurs

Related Art Lesson January 7, 2021 on WQLN PBS

How to Make

Materials:
• Scissors
• Glue stick
• Construction paper
• Pre-cut shapes
• Markers, crayons, or paint sticks
• Paper plate
• Toilet paper roll
• Tape

Directions:
1. Color plate adding spots, stripes, or scales for your dinosaur’s body.
2. Fold the paper plate in half.
3. Using scrap paper, make a head shape with a “u” and a tail with a triangle. Cut them out. Add a face on the head and texture on the tail.
4. Glue the inside rim of plate and place head and tail where you want them to go. Then add triangles for plates along the edge.
5. Add more glue and fold the plate closed, pressing along the glued edge.
6. Cut the toilet paper roll in half. Wrap and secure paper around the rolls.
7. Cut slits in the toilet paper roll.
8. Place the plate in the skits to form the legs of your dinosaur.

Missed the lesson on WQLN PBS? Find this and other lessons at wqln.org/learning